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Morphology, the scientific discipline dealing with description and comparison of

organismal form, is one of the oldest disciplines in biology and traditionally strongly

linked to the concept of homology. With morphological data being used and

morphological knowledge being applied in other (younger) biological disciplines,

morphology has often been degraded to an only auxiliary discipline or a mere set of

methods serving those other disciplines. While this notion has been wrong all along,

the last decades have seen a renaissance of morphology mostly due to significant

leaps in imaging techniques and the advent of 3D digital data. Modern large-scale

morphological endeavors in what is called phenomics and new means of functional

analyses underline the fruitfulness of morphological research. Furthermore,

morphology has been revisited on a conceptual level leading to a “re-

philosophication” of morphology acknowledging its nature as explanatory science.

Based on Richter and Wirkner’s research program of Evolutionary Morphology, this

essay expands the conceptual framework to identify entities and processes vital for

morphology as independent scientific discipline. With no unified homology concept

in sight (andmaybe not even desired), following the emergence of bio-ontologies in

morphology, a plea is made for conceptual explicitness which acknowledges the

plurality of homology concepts but enables intersubjective transfer.
KEYWORDS

evolutionary morphology, ontology, homology, concepts, terminology
1 Evolutionary morphology as an
encompassing science

Morphology is one of the oldest disciplines in biology utilizing perception, description,

categorization and comparison (of biological forms) which are basic processes of human

cognition. In the last decades morphology has been degraded by some to being only an

auxiliary methodology, a tool used for other biological disciplines (Ghiselin, 1980, 2006),
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while others pointed out the epistemic value of morphology

(Sudhaus, 2007; Scholtz, 2010; Wirkner and Richter, 2010; Richter

and Wirkner, 2014). Advocates of the position that morphology is a

merely descriptive, non-explanatory endeavor, which has “so little to

contribute” (Ghiselin, 1980, p. 181; Ghiselin, 2006) attribute all gain

of knowledge to other disciplines, first and foremost to evolutionary

biology, population genetics and systematics (Ghiselin, 2006 and

literature therein). Ghiselin’s argument is grounded in a distinction of

the terms morphology and anatomy where the former is the mere

description and only the latter includes comparison and assessment

to causal explanations (Ghiselin, 2006). This distinction of the two

terms, however, is anything but undisputed and anatomy is often

regarded a sub-discipline of morphology restricted to internal

structures (Hanser et al., 2000). Already, Goethe (1817), who

introduced the term “Morphologie”, stated that there is more to

morphology than the descriptive level:
Fron
“Die Erfahrung muß uns vorerst die Theile lehren, die allen

Thieren gemein sind, und worin diese Theile verschieden sind.

Die Idee muß über dem Ganzen walten und auf eine genetische

Weise das allgemeine Bild abziehen” (Goethe, 1817, p. 151).

Experience must first teach us the parts which are common to all

animals, and in what these parts are different. The idea must rule

over the whole and draw the general picture in a genetic way.

(own translation)

“Indem wir jenen Typus aufstellen und als eine allgemeine

Norm […] denken, setzen wir in der Natur eine gewisse

Konsequenz voraus, wir trauen ihr zu, daß sie in allen

einzelnen Fällen nach einer gewissen Regel verfahren werde.”

(Goethe, 1817, p. 171).

By establishing the type and thinking of it as a general norm […],

we assume a certain consistency in nature. We trust it to proceed

according to a certain rule in all individual cases. (own

translation)
Goethe distinguished between (1) describing and comparing parts

(which might be referred to as “morphemes”; see below), (2)

comparing these parts and thus the organisms, and (3) the search

for the type which points towards a common cause for our

morphological observations which is inherently natural. Ghiselin

(2006) argues that pure morphology is grounded in idealistic,

typological morphology based on Goethe and thus cannot

contribute to evolutionary understanding. It is necessary, however,

to depict Goethe’s view of morphology in the context of the pre-

Darwinian time in which it was developed (Richter and Wirkner,

2013). Goethe clearly stated that morphological observations are

caused by a rule/law of nature towards which the type hints

(Goethe, 1817, p.171). His concept of a type should therefore be

understood as an auxiliary construct in lack of a proper understanding

of the predicted certain rule of nature (“gewisse[n] Regel”; Goethe,

1817, p.171) leading to morphological disparity which since Darwin

(1859) is broadly accepted to be descent with modification. As will be

shown below, Goethe’s basic conceptualization of morphology still

applies after more than 200 years recognizing the distinct processes of
tiers in Ecology and Evolution 02
(1) description and (3) explanation with (2) comparison as the

essential connection (Figure 1).

In the post-Darwinian era, morphology has continued to search

for causal factors. Riedl (2000) defines morphology as the science of

biological shape (Gestalt) and their deciphering (see also Richter

and Wirkner, 2013). Implication of findings from developmental

biology (Haeckel, 1866; Spemann, 1901) and functional

morphology (Bock and von Wahlert, 1965; Seilacher, 1970)

complemented the comparative approaches. Thus, morphology

seeks to explore and explain disparity of biological forms (Scholtz,

2010) in all its aspects, which therefore includes also mechanistic

(development), biomechanical (function) and phylogenetic

(evolution) causes (Love, 2003, 2006; Richter and Wirkner, 2013,

2014; Sudhaus, 2007; Wirkner and Richter, 2010). Morphology

exceeds the descriptive level (although descriptions constitute the

primary data basis) and acts as explanatory science (Bock, 1991;

Riedl, 2000; Richter and Wirkner, 2014). Since Darwin (1859)

showed that evolution – as descent with modification – is the

overarching driving force for all biological diversity, morphology

can only be thought of as an evolutionary morphology (Richter and

Wirkner, 2013, 2014). Under this paradigm that all explanation of

biological form is evolutionary in some way, the terms morphology

and evolutionary morphology may even be used as synonyms when

referring to the scientific discipline, although the latter is more

explicit as to what this discipline encompasses. Every morphological

effort after the mere description points towards (in the end

evolutionary) causalities: Comparative morphology compares

either within or between species. Comparison within a species

allows for identification of intraspecific variability which, among

others, is important for the conceptualization of character states

(Pigliucci, 2001; Wirkner and Richter, 2010; Richter and Wirkner,

2014; Wagner, 2014; Göpel and Richter, 2016). Differences between

individuals of the same species can be either genetically determined

(e.g. polymorphism) or subject to phenotypic plasticity. Although

unclear in most cases, assessment on this question is of importance

as only inherited features can be hypothesized to constitute a

putative character state of said species (Richter and Wirkner,

2013; Wagner, 2014). Comparison between species considers

differences and correspondences to formulate hypotheses on

homology (Richter, 2005; Szucsich and Wirkner, 2007; Wirkner

and Richter, 2010). The homology hypotheses derived from species

comparison yields morphological characters and character states

suitable for further investigation, e.g. phylogenetic analyses and/or

reconstruction of character transformation (e.g. character mapping;

Swofford and Maddison, 1992). Functional morphology investigates

the biomechanical attributes and properties of biological forms

(function sensu Bock and von Wahlert, 1965) and observes the

biological role which these form–function complexes fulfill in

nature. Besides the mere working principle (Drack et al., 2018;

Drack and Betz, 2022) derived from the form, functional

morphology, via investigation of the biological role, observes

morphology acting in the environment of the organism (Bock

and von Wahlert, 1965). This way, functional morphology

approaches e.g. adaptation as causal factor for biological form

(but see also e.g. Gould and Lewontin, 1979 for an expansion of
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the adaptationist programme). The ultimate level of explanation, i.e.

evolution, is reached in the reconstruction of evolutionary

transformation (Sudhaus, 2007; Wirkner and Richter, 2010;

Richter and Wirkner, 2014). Phylogenetic relationships enable

reconstruction of ancestral character states to derive hypotheses

on the sequence of character state transformations (Swofford and

Maddison, 1987; Wirkner and Richter, 2010).

In practice, reconstruction of ancestral states and character state

transformation is performed either using phylogenetic hypotheses

that have been derived from (solely or among others) said

morphological characters (e.g. Wirkner and Richter, 2010) or by

mapping morphological characters onto phylogenetic hypotheses

inferred from other (mostly molecular) data (e.g. Shen et al., 2023).

The first approach is straightforward as the inference of ancestral

states is part of the inference of the tree (Richter, 2005).
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
Solely relying on molecular data for inference of phylogenetic

hypotheses followed by mapping of morphological characters onto

these trees has become a common practice given the

disproportionately large datasets available and actually processable

in phylogenomics. However, this practice can be criticized for

different reasons: For instance, (1) there is no general primate of

molecules over the organism’s morphology. Morphology does not per

se follow molecular evolution as in many cases morphological entities

interact with the environment and thus are subject to selective

pressure and evolutionary processes can often only be understood

with integration of morphological or other phenotypic data. And

there might even be functionally impossible scenarios of character

transformation resulting from solely relying on molecular

phylogenies (Sudhaus, 2007). (2) Epistemologically, a phylogenetic

hypothesis inferred from molecular data serves as explanatory
FIGURE 1

Conceptual framework of evolutionary morphology with assignment of sub-disciplines to the descriptive and explanatory level. White-filled
elements represent the entities and arrows represent processes important in the respective sub-discipline. Based on the research program for
Evolutionary Morphology by Richter and Wirkner (2014).
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hypothesis for the data included in the inference only, therefore

rendering reconstruction of ancestral states for characters not used

for the inference in the first place invalid (Fitzhugh, 2014, 2016).

While the first criticism is certainly true, mapping of

morphological characters might not directly lead to other

phylogenetic hypotheses but can hint towards the interesting

contradictions between morphological and molecular data.

Discovered functional impossibility or implausibility can spark

reconsideration of the initial phylogenetic hypotheses. The second

point focusing on the epistemology of abductive inference in general,

while formally correct, misses the aspect that a phylogenetic hypothesis

is a hypothesis on past population splitting events dealing with groups

of integral organisms. Phylogeny is a singular historic process, and the

single characters of an organism cannot have a phylogeny independent

of that organism’s phylogeny. Thus, all characters logically must follow

the phylogeny of the organisms that they are a part of, e.g. there cannot

be a phylogenetic history of duck bills that is logically independent and

different from the phylogeny of ducks. Character mapping uses the

phylogenetic hypothesis in a “given this scenario”-approach, i.e. if this

was the phylogeny of the studied taxa (and therefore all their genotypic

and phenotypic traits), what would be the implications on the

sequences of evolutionary transformation of certain characters

(Göpel and Wirkner, 2018).

These sequences of character transformation provide a strictly

historical perspective (Wirkner and Richter, 2010; Richter and

Wirkner, 2014) and can then be complemented with other levels of

causality (e.g. development, function/biological role, selection,

population genetics; Sudhaus, 2007), to derive comprehensive

scenarios of evolutionary transformation of characters (Hennig, 1966).

The last two decades have seen new imaging technologies, such

as micro-computed X-ray tomography (Wirkner and Richter, 2004;

Metscher, 2009) or light-sheet microscopy (Huisken et al., 2004;

Weber et al., 2014), providing unprecedented insight into form,

function, and development. Meanwhile, the above-mentioned

degradation of morphology to a mere tool as well as the reproach

that morphology – due to its historical background – was laden with

idealistic and typological thinking has also led to a “re-

philosophication” of morphology, i.e. a reconsideration of

morphology on a conceptual level and more elaborate

understanding of the scientific process of morphology (Sudhaus,

2007; Scholtz, 2010; Wirkner and Richter, 2010; Deans et al., 2012;

Richter and Wirkner, 2014; Deans et al., 2015).

Not only general concepts and terminology of evolutionary

morphology need consideration but also special terminology – e.g.

to address certain parts of organisms (i.e. morphemes; Richter and

Wirkner, 2014; Göpel and Richter, 2016), their attributes and

qualities – needs to be clear and understandable. Vogt et al.

(2010) described this as the “linguistic problem of morphology”,

a key issue to be solved in order to enable integrative, large scale

morphological approaches, often called “phenomics” (Houle et al.,

2010; Burleigh et al., 2013; Deans et al., 2015). The linguistic

problem consists of three main aspects (Vogt et al., 2010):

(1) Morphology lacks a standardized terminology accepted in the

morphological community. (2) There is no standardized,

formalized method of morphological description. (3) There is a

need for a rationale in the delineation of morphological traits
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
(morphemes in descriptive morphology, characters/character

states in causal morphology).

One suggestion to overcome the aspects of the linguistic problem

is the use of ontologies (Vogt, 2009; Vogt et al., 2010; Burleigh et al.,

2013; Deans et al., 2015). Ontologies are computer-readable,

semantically structured knowledge bases used as representation of

terms and their definitions (together called concepts or classes; Smith,

2004). These concepts usually classify instances, i.e. real individual

objects, based on common properties. Furthermore, ontologies

encompass relationships between concepts (Mabee et al., 2007;

Dececchi et al., 2015). By their computer-readable syntax, ontologies

enable machines to draw implications on their own. Furthermore,

complex data mining becomes possible (Vogt, 2018).

Ontologies have found their way to life sciences and are popular

in biomedical research and functional genetics. Biomedical

phenomena like diseases as well as cytological and genetic terms

are organized in elaborate ontologies like e.g. the Cell Ontology

(Bard et al., 2005) or the Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000).

From biomedicine via developmental genetics, ontologies have

covered “classical” morphological fields of knowledge as well

(Mabee et al., 2007). Since, a number of working groups have

published anatomy ontologies (ontologies containing anatomical

and morphological terminology) for their field of research; covering

e.g. teleosts (Dahdul et al., 2010), hymenopterans (Yoder et al.,

2010), spiders (Ramıŕez et al., 2007; Ramıŕez and Michalik, 2014,

2019), arthropod circulatory systems (Wirkner et al., 2017), and

plants (Cooper et al., 2013). Besides anatomy ontologies themselves,

also formal phenotypic ontologies have been designed to allow for

descriptive statements to be formulated. Such formal phenotypic

ontologies are among others the Biological Spatial Ontology

(Dahdul et al., 2014), containing e.g. anatomical axes, planes and

spatial relations, as well as the Phenotypic Quality Ontology

(Gkoutos et al., 2004) containing all kinds of qualities to describe

properties of anatomical entities (colors, elasticity, etc.).

Additional to defining concepts and linking them to terms,

standardized and formalized methods of description, can be

approached with ontologies (Deans et al., 2012; Balhoff et al., 2013;

Göpel and Richter, 2016; Wirkner et al., 2017; Vogt, 2018). The

ultimate goal is to develop an ontology environment in which

morphological descriptions themselves can be done in a computer-

readable, semantic way which then can also be used for tree inference

or character mapping alternative to traditional character matrices

(Vogt, 2018). Another advantage of an ontology-based descriptive

morphology is the detachment of the descriptions from the

evolutionary interpretations providing the “raw” morphological

descriptions as observation statements which then are not conflated

with explanatory accounts like statements on homology or biological

role/adaptation (Göpel and Richter, 2016; Wirkner et al., 2017).

With new conceptual frameworks of morphology as a discipline

as well as new tools and ways to describe morphology, central

concepts such as homology face the challenge of whether they are

still any meaningful. And as anyone familiar with the theoretical

literature can attest, suggested answers to the homology question

cover the entire spectrum between unifying concepts (Ramsey and

Siebels Peterson, 2012; Ballego-Campos et al., 2023), specifying the

meaning (Fitzhugh, 2006; Szucsich and Wirkner, 2007; Wagner,
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2014; Fitzhugh, 2016; Göpel and Richter, 2023), diversifying the

term towards different concepts (Vogt, 2017; Ochoterena et al.,

2019), and omitting the term homology altogether (Cracraft, 2023).
2 Concepts and processes in
evolutionary morphology

As mentioned above, evolutionary morphology, just like any other

science, can be subdivided into the descriptive level and the explanatory

level (Figure 1). In descriptions, the researcher mainly deals with

statements of fact about the status quo of his research object.

Descriptive statements give answers to what-questions. The

explanatory level of morphology, in contrast, seeks reasons for the

described status quo (Bock, 1991, 2000; Sudhaus, 2007; Richter and

Wirkner, 2014). Explanatory statements give answers to why-questions

(Bock, 1991; Fitzhugh, 2008). These answers, especially in regard of

evolutionary transformations, often refer to past events (Hennig, 1966;

Bock, 2000; Sudhaus, 2007; Fitzhugh, 2008) which cannot be observed

and thus remain hypotheses. The contrast between description and

explanation is fundamental in science (Duhem, 1908). To delineate

description from explanation regarding its terminology, the term

“morpheme” (pl. “morphemes”) has been introduced to refer to the

unit of morphological description (Richter and Wirkner, 2013; Göpel

and Richter, 2016; Richter et al., 2020, 2014; Wirkner et al., 2017).

Previously, terms mostly used in this context were “character” and

“structure”, both of which have certain disadvantages. “Character” as

term is used in morphology, taxonomy and phylogenetic systematics

(Richter andWirkner, 2014). However, the meaning or concept behind

this term differs greatly between the three disciplines. In taxonomy,

character refers to characteristic, observable features of populations or

species in order to distinguish these from other such groups of

organisms. Taxonomic characters are results of comparison and

serve in differential diagnosis (Göpel and Richter, 2016). In

phylogenetic systematics, characters are units of evolution (Houle,

2001; Richter and Wirkner, 2014; Wagner, 2014; Göpel and Richter,

2016). Although character also is used regularly in the sense of

character state (which then refers to the species level), characters are

seen as transformation series comprising the respective character states

(Hennig, 1966; Grant and Kluge, 2004; Wirkner and Richter, 2010;

Göpel and Richter, 2016). It is clear, however, that either one of the

phylogenetic definitions of the term character refers to evolutionary

units and thus units of explanation. By using the term character to refer

to the units of both descriptive morphology and evolutionary

interpretation, description and explanation might be conflated and

the substantial intellectual and inferential processes that happen

between description of morphology and reconstruction of character

evolution can easily be overlooked. The term morpheme, borrowed

from linguistic morphology (Hockett, 1961), has been introduced as a

terminological means to facilitate delineation of descriptive from

explanatory statements (Richter and Wirkner, 2014; Göpel and

Richter, 2016; Wirkner et al., 2017). Using a separate term for

descriptive units also reflects the biological reality that not every

material part, i.e. morpheme, of an organism is also its own

inheritable evolutionary entity, i.e. character (state) (Göpel and

Richter, 2016, 2023; Richter and Wirkner, 2014). For instance,
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morphemes which develop as result of phenotypic plasticity (e.g.

certain arteries in the vascular system of the parthenogenetic

marbled crayfish; Scholz et al., 2021), can of course be described but

are not inheritable themselves and therefore cannot be seen as

evolutionary unit. In such cases, the evolutionary unit to which a

character refers may rather be the ability to produce such morphemes

via phenotypic plasticity than the artery itself.

In linguistics, “morpheme” traditionally refers to the smallest

meaning-bearing object (Hockett, 1961), whereas in biological

morphology, the term is suggested to describe any part of an

organism that can be part of a morphological description (Richter

and Wirkner, 2014). Without adopting the restriction of being the

smallest entity, morphemes can be delineated at any given level of

granularity from the macroscopic to subcellular scale. Thus, a

morpheme can also be part of other morphemes at higher levels of

organization, e.g. a phalanx is a morpheme and is part of the

morpheme finger, which in turn is part of the morpheme hand. In

plant morphology, for instance, the morpheme petal is part of the

morpheme flower etc. In ontologies used to organize concepts and

terms referring to organismal morphology/anatomy (often referred to

as anatomy ontologies; Dahdul et al., 2010; Yoder et al., 2010; Mungall

et al., 2012; Costa et al., 2013; Wirkner et al., 2017; Ramıŕez and

Michalik, 2019), ontology concepts generally refer to classes of

morphemes, i.e. morphemes of individual organisms are the

instances that share defining features and thus are given the same

term (e.g. “heart” or “brain”; Göpel and Richter, 2016; Wirkner et al.,

2017). Due to the hierarchical nature of ontologies, classes of higher

hierarchical level (superclasses) are classes of classes of morphemes and

group morphemes with more general correspondences; e.g. the classes

“arm” and “leg” may both belong to a superclass “limb”. This also

shows the relatedness but incongruence of the concepts behind

morphemes, ontology concepts and (phylogenetic) characters: To

apply Sereno’s (Sereno, 2007) formalism, a morpheme can be either

variable or locator in a character statement (Göpel and Richter, 2016;

Göpel and Wirkner, 2018). While morphemes always are actually

existing parts of an organism, characters (and character states) can refer

to either the state of existence of such corresponding parts (absent/

present or neomorphic characters; Sereno, 2007) or a certain property

of these morphemes (multi-state or transformational characters;

Sereno, 2007). In the former case, ontology concepts of anatomy

ontologies are used to refer to the character, whereas in the latter

case, ontological relations or ontology concepts referring to qualities

(e.g. colors or shapes; instead of entities) refer to the actual character

(Göpel and Richter, 2016; Wirkner et al., 2017; Göpel and

Wirkner, 2018).

Ideally, delineation and description of a morpheme should avoid

conflation with the non-observable explanatory level. Therefore,

descriptive morphology, i.e. the description of morphemes, should

not make any statements on (evolutionary/phylogenetic) homology

(Richter and Wirkner, 2014; Wirkner et al., 2017; Göpel and Richter,

2023). Descriptions free of homology assumptions can serve as

universally valid data basis for all following research questions

independent of whether prevailing phylogenetic hypotheses and thus

homology hypotheses change. In a second step then, comparative and

causal morphology can derive and test homology hypotheses with the

primary morphological data, i.e. the description of morphemes,
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unaltered. It should be noted that in practice, descriptive and

comparative statements often are combined and even homology

assumptions (be they explicitly stated or just implied). This might

pose a problem if changes in e.g. phylogenetic interpretation render

these aspects wrong as the mere descriptive statements would have to

be extracted from the convoluted description-comparison statements

later to be interpreted in a new phylogenetic context.

Based on the research program for evolutionary morphology by

Richter and Wirkner (2013, 2014), the conceptual framework of

morphology as science has been (further) developed; the

relationships between the entities and processes in evolutionary

morphology are summarized in Figure 1. In descriptive

morphology, the individual organism is the primary object in

focus and its morphemes are recognized, delineated and described

(Figure 1; Richter and Wirkner, 2013, 2014). From the individual

level, a process of generalization to the species level takes place

(Sudhaus and Rehfeld, 1992; Frost and Kluge, 1994), leading to

generalized descriptions of morphemes (Göpel and Richter, 2016).

In comparative morphology, morphemes of different species are

compared to provide the transition to the explanatory level

(Figure 1). Studying the function of morphemes leads to the

recognition of functional units (Schwenk, 2001) and the

conceptualization of functional complexes (Figure 1) acting

together (e.g. the two podomeres of a lobster claw). Knowledge

from functional morphology can be exported to be applied in

bionics which in turn can also enlighten functional understanding

of biological morphology in the process of reverse-engineering

(Nyakatura et al., 2019).

The comparison of generalized descriptions of morphemes on e.g.

species level also allows for conceptualization of character states as

inherited units of evolution (Wirkner and Richter, 2010; Richter and

Wirkner, 2014; Göpel and Richter, 2016; Göpel and Wirkner, 2018).

Homologization, the generation of hypotheses on homology between

character states (Hennig, 1966; Richter, 2017; Göpel and Richter, 2023),

assigns different character states to the same character based on a

hypothesis of common origin (Hennig, 1966). It must be noted here,

however, that the term “homologization” only makes sense if some

evolutionary concept of homology is applied. In post-Darwinian

evolutionary morphology this is generally the case (with some

exceptions, see e.g. Vogt, 2017), although what “homology” describes

in detail might be different (see below). The analysis of characters as

evolutionary transformation series is the core of causal morphology

(Figure 1). Different from Richter and Wirkner (Richter and Wirkner,

2013), the term causal morphology here refers to the analysis of ultimate

causes (Mayr, 1961) only and albeit both explanatory, is distinct from

functional morphology. The latter indeed is of explanatory value and is

vital in adaptational interpretation of character state transformations but

operates on the proximate level of explanation (Mayr, 1961; Bock,

2000). The evolutionary interpretation of character state transformation

in causal morphology happens in form of reciprocal illumination/

research cycles (Hennig, 1966; Kluge, 1997) by application of

phylogenetic methods and reconsideration and reconceptualization of

character (state) concepts shown to be in conflict with other such

conceptualizations (Figure 1; Kluge, 1997).

In causal morphology, the character analysis involving the

research cycles between character (re)conceptualization and
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inference of phylogenetic hypothesis provides hypotheses on

What has happened in the past to causally account for Why

individuals share certain traits in the present (Bock, 2000, 2007;

Fitzhugh, 2008, 2016; Hennig, 1966). Functional morphology

informs about the biological role and the adaptive value of

functional complexes (Bock and von Wahlert, 1965; Bock, 2000)

and thus provides interpretations as toWhy some traits prevailed in

the past while others did not. This integration of the functional/

proximate and the historical/ultimate perspectives of explanation

(Bock, 2000, 2007; Mayr, 1961) renders what is here called causal

morphology the integrative core of evolutionary morphology.

This framework as such applies for every semaphoront, i.e.

individuals in a certain state and during a certain (brief) period in

their life-time (Hennig, 1966), that can be investigated and thus

covers developmental aspects as well.
3 A plea for conceptual explicitness

Against the background of the conceptual epistemic framework of

evolutionary morphology presented in Figure 1, the general place of

homology in morphology seems conveniently undisputed. This is,

however, far from being true and what is understood by

“homologization” (or homology assessment) differs greatly between

authors. Even, for instance, within a phylogenetic consensus that

homology is a relationship between character states substantial

differences can be found. Since there is a vast and ever-growing body

of literature on homology and reviews of homology concepts which try

to unify or make their case which definition is to be preferred, I will not

reheat what has been elaborated in great detail already. The question

about what homology is should, however, be complemented by the

question how we adequately treat homology as term and concept(s) so

ubiquitous in our daily work.With no unification in sight, obviously no

authority forcing a certain concept upon us, and maybe not even the

desire/use for unification (Cracraft, 2023; Gouvêa and Brigandt, 2023;

Minelli, 2023), I attempt to make a case for conceptual explicitness

similar to what is advocated by the ontology community.

To help illustrate, two homology concepts which are both grounded

in the sameHennigian view of characters as evolutionary transformation

series shall serve as example (Figure 2): The first concept of homology

strictly follows Hennig’s (1966) wording: “Different characters [states]

that are to be regarded as transformation stages of the same original

character [state] are generally called homologous” (Hennig, 1966, p.93).

As Hennig defined, homology is thus to be interpreted as a relationship

between different character states of the same character, thus

emphasizing evolutionary sameness (or character identity sensu

Wagner, 2014) over similarity (Richter, 2016; Göpel and Richter, 2016,

2023). In contrast, the second concept puts emphasis on equivalence of

morphological patterns and thus a relationship between the

manifestations of the same character state of a phylogenetic character

(Szucsich andWirkner, 2007; Szucsich et al., 2013).While both views are

grounded in the same phylogenetic environment and both describe an

evolutionary relationship of common origin of character states, their use

of the term homology is substantially different and in fact mutually

exclusive. A unification not only appears impossible but also would water

down both concepts to be less meaningful. Both homology concepts
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explicitly leave out the respective other relationship which they then refer

to as “character state identity” (for the identity relationship between the

manifestations of the same character state; Richter, 2017) and

“isoseriality” (for the relationship between different character states of

the same transformation series; Szucsich et al., 2013), respectively

(Figure 2). Neither approach is superior. In fact, both views apply the

very same two central concepts: (1) a relationship between different

character states of the same characters, (2) relationship between different

manifestations of the same character state. They only differ as to for

which of the two concepts the term “homology” is to be used.

As becomes obvious from the usage of homology and similar

terms in the literature, the linguistic problem of morphology (Vogt

et al., 2010) does not only apply to terms used to refer to

morphological entities but in fact to the very terms and concepts

building the conceptual framework of morphology. Homology, a

term so central and so frequently used, is a polyseme given as label to

numerous different concepts (Brigandt, 2003; Ballego-Campos et al.,

2023; Gouvêa and Brigandt, 2023); incongruence of homology

statements is inevitable. Attempts of unification will unlikely gain

universal acceptance. While authors often refer to the definitions by

Owen (1847), there is no formal primate for older/the oldest

definitions (Göpel and Richter, 2023). With the use of ontologies

conceptual explicitness can help communicate what is meant when a

certain term is used. As has been exemplified using the term

“paramere” for a certain anatomical structure in Hymenoptera

(Figure 1 in Yoder et al., 2010), previous connections of a term

with a definition need to be taken into account. Just as with such

terms and concepts used to address specific anatomical structures,

conceptual and epistemic terms like homology and the different

homology concepts could be incorporated into ontologies to have

an unambiguous reference for each concept used. In fact, there is

already a Homology Ontology (Roux and Robinson-Rechavi, 2010),

which however, is rather general and hardly covers the vast amount

of phylogenetic/evolutionary definitions of homology and their fine

differences. Nonetheless, this would be a way to define concepts and

add synonyms as “sensus” (Yoder et al., 2010; Wirkner et al., 2017)
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and allow for any publication to explicitly refer to a specific concept of

homology. Furthermore, semantic, ontology-based morphology

representations could analyze homology relations based on the

concepts and independent of the term used and could even be

extended to include other terms/concepts and relationships like

synapomorphy (Hennig, 1966) or homogeny (Lankester, 1870).

Conceptual explicitness regarding such central ideas acknowledges

the inevitable plurality of homology concepts that has developed over

time but enables intersubjective knowledge transfer and might

therefore be helpful beyond the homology problem.
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